The Lucky One

In his 14th book, bestselling author Nicholas Sparks tells the unforgettable story of a man whose brushes with death lead him to the love of his life.

Is there really such thing as a lucky charm? The hero of Nicholas Sparkss new novel believes hes found one in the form of a photograph of a smiling woman hes never met, but who he comes to believe holds the key to his destiny. The chain of events that leads to him possessing the photograph and finding the woman pictured in it is the stuff of love stories only a master such as Sparks can write.

My Personal Review:
Just finished the book today. Couldnt wait to review. Its my most favorite Sparks novel yet, though it will be difficult for A Walk to Remember to take second place to it. The Lucky One is so beautifully written. Sparks is the perfect example of an author who can write as beautifully about internal human shortcomings as well as external. Perfect balance of conflict and satisfying, realistic ending. The character centered drama, when well written, can surpass all other styles. Romance is my favorite and Nicolas Sparks is at the top of my list. Cant wait for more.

__Ana__
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